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1. INTRODUCTION 

Compared to the amount of money and manpower spent on the development 
of speech technology systems, there is relatively little attention for assessing 
the performance of those systems. However, such evaluations could be very 
useful: 
- for comparing different systems already on the market, 
- as an objective measure to define the improvement of systems under 

development, 
- for diagnostic purposes, 
- and for specifying the sensitivity to various (external) parameters, such 

as background noise, vocabulary size, or speaker variability. 
Field tests under actual conditions frequently show deficiencies or reduced 
performance compared to laboratory tests under controlled conditions. 
Our institute recently became involve<;} in three speech technology projects 
in which our participation is mainly fo,<;ussed on the evaluation part. I will 
briefly introduce the three projects he're and will each time describe in 
somewhat more detail our (planned) contribution with respect to evaluating 
the speech quality of the various systems. 

2. ESPRIT PROJECT 64 "SPEECH INTERFACE AT OFFICE WORK
STATION" (SPIN) 

This five-year project started in July 1984 and has industrial partners in 
three European countries (France, Germany, and Italy) and university part
ners in two other countries (Greece and Holland). The Dutch participation 
is a joint venture between the Institute of Phonetic Sciences of the Uni
versity of Amsterdam and the TNO Institute for Perception in Soester-
berg. As far as the speech interface is concerned, algorithmic and hardware 
development will take place at the following levels: 

- Speech coding. Various coding algorithms are studied for a speech store
and-forward application. By now it is quite sure that a multi-pulse 
linear predictive coder at 9.6 kb/s will be implemented. 

- Speech r,e.cognition. Research will concentrate on speaker-independent 
isolated-wor,cl recognitipn with an extension to connected words. 

- Speaker verification. Admissible users of a workstation will have to be 
verified on the basis of a few spoken words, and then accepted, whereas 
impostors should be rejected. 

- Speech synthesis. For French, Italian, and Greek, text-to-speech syn
thesis-by-rule systems will be developed based upon diphone diction
aries, prosodic rules, a unified rule compiler, and linguistic processing. 

- Hardware implementation. This will involve tl:e development of a general 
speech interface connected with an existing workstation, as well as 
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dedicated hardware with a modular architecture for coding, synthesis, 
recognition, and verification. For coding also VLSI will be considered. 

- Ergonomy. Two applications of the speech interface together with other 
interfaces in an office workstation are envisaged: document preparation 
and telephone management. 

- Evaluation. Only the speech quality of the coders and the rule-synthe
sizers will be evaluated, no resources were available for evaluating 
speech input performance as well. 

For this, as well as for all other ESPRIT projects, half-yearly interim re
ports are produced, from which the technical parts are publicly available. 
With respect to evaluation methods a state-of-the-art report was written 

. ( Boxelaar and Po ls, 1 985), as well as a report about a preliminary evaluation 
of th� word intelligibility and the speaker identifiability of five medium
band coders (Boxelaar, this volume}. For a general outline of the topics 
involved in comparative evaluation of the speech quality· of speech coders 
and text-to-speech synthesizers, I refer to Pols and Boxelaar (1986). In 
that paper one can also find a short description of a portablet stand-alone, 
multi..:subject intelligibility-testing device which was developed in order to 
ease the execution of word intelligibility tests with up to four subjects at 
a time and in which various levels of data processing are efficiently pro
grammed. 
The word intelligibility measurements for the various speech coders were 
performed by using phonetical'ly-balanced lists with 50 nonsense words each, 

. of the type consonant-vowel-consonant, spoken by three male and three 
female speakers. As a reference system, an analog telephone-bandwidth 
speech channel was used. None of the coder software prototypes showed as 
good a performance as the reference system. 
Speaker identifiability was tested with increasingiy longer speech fragments 
from isolated words up to two sentences, spoken by the same six speakers 
and processed by the various coders. These speakers belonged to a labora
tory population of 130, and were known to the 12 listeners who had to 
identify the speakers. Listener performance was not very stable and for a 
few speaker-coder combinations, the speaker was not recognized at all, 
sometime,s not even when the final (longest) fragment was presented again 
in its natural form. This area of voice identification is an almost unexplored 
area of research (Schmidt-Nielsen and Stern, 1985). 

The rule-synthesis systems for the three specific languages (French, Italian, 
and· Greek) are still under development and cannot yet be tested as complete 
text-to-speech systems. However, as a first step a systematic evaluation of 
all diphones in the diphone dictionaries will be done. For the full set of 
1 250 French diphones this has been done recently by using CVVC- and 
VCCV-type words, the respons·es from the eight native French listeners are 
presently being processed (Pols, Lefevre, and Boxelaar, in preparation). Sub
sequent tests wiU involve suprasegmental aspects of the rule-synthesis sys
tems, like duration and intonation at word and sentence level. 

3. SPIN PROJECT "ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF SPEECH" 

This five-year research program started in December 1985 and is funded by 
the Dutch SPIN organization, a joint effort from three governmental depart
ments to promote strategic research in information technology. The project 
is carried out jointly by four phonetic institutes at the universities of Am-
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sterdam, Leiden, Nijmegen, and Utrecht as well as by the Institute for 
Perception Research (IPO) in Eindhoven. The major aims of this program are: 

Integrating existing expertise and extending new expertise among part
ners, with respect to analysis and synthesis of speech. 

- Requiring more insight into fundamental knowledge necessary to achieve 
: ' a laboratory prototype of a· fully .automatic text-to-speech conversion 

system for Dutch of high speech qua Ii ty. 
- Building software and hardware systems for analyzing and (re)synthe

sizing speech. As a first step all five laboratories have, or have acquired 
(partly through this program), comparable .. hardware (VAX. or micro VAX 
under VMS). 

- Transmission of jointly-acquired knowledge for distribution to industry. 

Research topics will include analysis and (re)synthesis methods (e.g. LPC, 
ARMA, temporal decomposition, multipulse excitation, speaker characteris
tics), grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (e.g. rules vs. Iexicont syllable vs. 
morpheme boundaries, relevance of morphological/syntactic a·naly,sis), basic 
units (allophones vs. di phones), rule compiler, intonation and ,pr0:sody, and 
text composition. Beyond those substantial attention will be devoted to a 
diagnostic, comparative evaluation of the various phases of development of 
the rule synthesizers. Especially at the suprasegmental level, new evalu
ation methods will have to be developed. 
Recently a state-of-the-art intelligibility evaluation has been executed (at 
the word level) for the two available systems, one diphone-based 
( Elsendoorn, 1984), one allophone-based ( Boves et al., 1986) in the :form 
they presently are. In order to test all di phones in an efficient way, the 
same word forms (CVVC and VCCV) as mentioned before have been used, 
however, extended with CVC and VCV words. These additional words make 
it possible to test, for instance, also .CV di phones with short vowels, which 
cannot occur in open syllables in Dutch. The :PC-bas.ed system for efficient
ly performing these word intelligibility tests, also has been used for this 
evaluation (van Bezooijen and Pols, in preparation)., · : . 

Subsequent tests will include words with consonantal clusters, and multi
syllabic words in order, to evaluate stressed :and. unstressed syllables. After 
that, the prosodic rules will be diaghosti·caUy evaluated with short senten
ces. The synthesized :sentences will be compared' with natural utterances, 
as well as with various deviated forms in between the natural and the rule
synthesized sentence. The comparison could be a preference judgment or a 
scaled quality judgment using various terms. 

4. ESPRIT PROjECT "MULTILINGUALSPEECH INPUT-OUTPUT 
ASSESSMENT, METHODOLOGY, AND STANDARDIZATION�,, 

This is a project proposal which still has·to be approved by ESPRIT, al
though a (preliminary) start in the form of a so-called "definition phase" 
will take place early 1987. This three-year program is building upon several 
existing national research programs on, or involving, speech technology 
assessment. As such programs can be mentioned the:French GRECO program 
on speech data bases (Carre et al., 1984),. the Br-itish .ALVEY program on 
speech input technology performance (Holmes,·. t 98.�),vor the Dutch SPIN 
program mentioned earlier. This new Esprit projeql:·intends to develop and 
provide databases, speech workstations, protocols; and methodologies which 
will enable speech synthesizers and speech recogni:ters to be assessed on a 
European basis (multilingual methodology). Presently ·the partners come 
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from the UK, France, Italy, Denmark, and Holland. German and Greek partic
ipation is being considered. The Dutch partner wiJl be the TNO Institute 
for Perception, Soesterberg in collaboration with the Institute of Phonetic 
Sciences - Amsterdam, whereas the PTT speech research laboratory at the 
Dr. Neher Laboratory has also shown a vivid interest. The development and 
promulgation, on a European-wide basis, of universally accepted standards 
for the assessment of present and future generations of speech technology 
equipment is the major aim. One can specify three components: 

- The evaluation and development of materials using, for example, corpora 
of word-, sentence-, and continuous-speech type. 

- The application of those materials together with quantitative subjective 
test methods to assess speech engineering products and systems. 

- The support of fundamental research into the nature of speech pro
duction, perception, and processing, so that future generation speech 
technology devices can be both developed and assessed. 

At various places in the world speech data bases are being complied. How
ever, one does not recognize much cooperation in those efforts, the aims 
are all different, the amount of segmentation and labelling varies (from 
nof-at-all to very-detailed), the storage media differ widely (from analog 
and digital storage to PCM/VCR technology), and the ac,cessibility and ex
changeability ls most of the time ,a problem. 
Baker et al. (1983) give an overview of data bases as of 1983. Pallett 
(1985; 1986) from the American National Bureau of Standards gives sugges
tions for standardized recording and testing. 
The NA TO RSG 10 speech data base (Bridle et al., 1983; Po ls, 1982) seems 
to be the only multilingual. one, but is limited to isolated and connected 
digits. 
The French GRECO speech data base is rather extensive and is supposed 
to be a basis for both speech technology assessment as well as for phonetic 
research, however, so far the material is unlabelled and not yet accessible 
by a data base management system. Storage on optical disc or CD tech
niques are being considered. 
The new DARPA speech data base is probably the most advanced in several 
aspects. It involves a number of sentences spoken by 600 speakers from 7 
major regional dialects. All these sentences will be phonetically transcribed 
and provided with time segmentation markers by using the Spire facility at 
MIT (Zue et al., 1986}. 
Several military research establishments are also gathering large data bases, 
mainly with specific military requirements, such as choice of specific voca
bulary, use of oxygen mask or g-forces, or high noise levels. 
Japanese speech research laboratories have worked together to compile a 
speech data base of 15 digits, 35 digit sequences, 63 function words, 110 
monosyllables (complete set for Japanese), 110 city names, and a few sent
ences spoken by 75 male and 75 female speakers (ltahashi, 1986). 

For diagnostic evaluation of speech recognizers and speech synthesizers it 
is very well possible that use can be made of speech material available for 
measuring the intelligibility of speech communication channels (Goodman 
and Nash, 1982) or of speech material used in speech audiometry (Kapteyn 
and Smoorenburg, 1985). Logan et.al. (1985) used for instance the modified 
rhyme test (MRT), both with six response alternatives (House et al., 1965) 
as well as with an open response version, to measure the initial- and final
consonant intelligibility for eight different text-to-speech systems including 
one male and one female voice of DECtalk (Gutcho, 1985), the English 
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version of the Swedish multilingual Invofox (Carlson et al., 1982), and some 
other rather simple systems like Votrax Type'n'Talk and Street Electronics 
Echo. 
Furthermore it is certainly worth considering the concept of objective 
methods, as used for testing the intelligibility of communication channels, 
like the articulation index (AI) (Kryter, 1962) or the speech transmission 
index (STI) (Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980). 
Apart from using speech data bases, there are certainly various other (more 
basic) approaches to evaluate speech recognizers, like comparison with a 
reference system (Chollet and Gagnoulet, 1982), or using the human equiv
alent noise reference (HENR) (Moore, 1977), the vocabulary or phoneme 
confusion matrix, the effective vocabulary capability (EVC) (Taylor, 1981}, 
or the relative information loss (RIL) (Woodard and Nelson, 1982). These 
and other approaches will certainly be considered in this new ESPRIT 
project. 
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